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Background
“Texts articulate characterisation of gender
relations..[these are] associated with femininity and
masculinity and are the product of and part of a
view of what it means to be female and male in our
society…and they are simultaneously
(re)constructed” (Cranny-Francis 1992,p.1).
The images of masculinity and femininity “have a
powerful normative effect, they establish particular
ways of behaving…as such they are an important
part of understanding both how texts are
engendered and how they engender their
consumers (the readers) (Cranny-Francis
1992,p.2).

Research questions
 How are women represented in the Japanese

nursery tale?
What character roles do they play?
What is their ‘habitual tenor of existence’ (Hasan
1996:55)? In other words,
 what do they usually do?
 What are they usually like?

 What lessons do we learn about women in folk

tales and finally,
 what do folk tales suggest about women and their
role in Japanese society?

The corpus
1 Undersea World Taroo

3 The Peach Boy

2 The Melon Princess

浦島太郎
（うらしまたろう）

4 The Nightingale village

5 The Crane Wife

6 The Wife who did not eat

Urashima Taroo Text
There was a single fisherman whose
mother begged him to get married…
To afford a wife he then went fishing….
As he worried about going home empty
handed, a ship approached. The captain
passed on an invitation from the Dragon
princess to visit her world.

Instead of catching fish he
continually caught the
same turtle over and over.
The princess and her
daughters entertained him

The princess gave him a
magic box
What was 3 years in the Dragon world,
was in fact three generations in the real
world. His mother was long dead, having
been abandoned by her son.

In desperation he opened the box and
turned into a crane

The princess turned back into the
turtle and so the crane and the turtle
danced at ISE

Urihimeko Text
Long time ago, a little girl was born from a melon…
She was very skilled at weaving
One day her parents went to
collect firewood and warned her
not to let the witch in the house.

The witch came and she let her in
Come play with me?
while playing,Urihimeko is killed by the witch

The witch impersonates
Urihimeko.
The witch entices the landlord to marry her
On the day of the wedding, her parents
discover the subterfuge

Please marry me.

The parents kill the witch

The roots of the nutmeg tree are red from the witch’s blood.

Momo Taroo Text
Long time ago, an old woman discovers a peach…
As she tried to cut open the peach, a boy is born
He leaves home to conquer the devils
He grows up strong
Can we come with you?
… Say the dog, the monkey and the pheasant
Imbued with strength from millet
balls, they sail to Devil Island

They defeat the devils, who surrender
and return the stolen treasure
They return home heroes, giving the villagers
their lost treasures.

Uguisu no Sato Text
Long time ago, there was a man…
The man came across a house in the mountain.
He met a woman.

The woman asked
Would you take care of the house, while I
am away?

The man accepted.

The woman warned…
not to enter the rooms of the house.

But he broke his promise and entered the rooms.
He got drunk then dropped the eggs
that he found in one of the rooms

He just stood there and stretched.

The woman came
back.

The woman reproached him because the eggs
were her daughters. Grief striken, she turned
into a nightingale and flew away.

Tsuru Nyooboo Text
There was a man called Karoku…
One night, a beautiful woman
visited his house, asked to stay
and asked to be his wife.

He rescued a crane from a trap.

They got married.
His wife wove beautiful cloth which he
sold and became wealthy. But when he
saw her weaving, he discovered that
his wife was a crane.

Nonetheless, the man looked for his
wife and found her on the island of
cranes.
He then returned home alone, without
his wife.

Upon being discovered, the
wife turned into a crane
and flew away, worried he
would no longer love her.

The wife offered him
dinner.

Meshikuwanu Onna Text
There was a man who was single…
He said …

I would get married,
if there were a woman who
did not eat.

One night, a beautiful
woman who did not eat
visited his house.

They got married.
His wife was a hard worker doing chores
but actually she really was a woman who
eats everything (even humans), and the
husband tried to escape after he saw her
eat his friend.

Just before she ate him, he managed to
poison her and she died.

The wife captured him

Theoretical framework
 A Content analysis based on the classification

framework of Petrova (2004).
 A linguistics analysis using a socio-semantic
approach based on systemic functional
grammar (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004),
Two metafunctions: the experiential and
interpersonal were investigated.
 The experiential to reveal the ‘doings’ and ‘happenings’
of women (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004), &
 The interpersonal to reveal the attitudes towards women
and of women (Martin & White 2005).

Methodology - content analysis
based on a modified Petrova (2004) classification frame

 Female role
 Main character
 Supporting role
 Nuclear
 Non nuclear

 Nature of being
 Human
 Non-human

 World
 Real
 Sky
 Water etc.

 Association
 In group-relationship to
main character
 Out-group
 Traveler
 Stranger etc

 Transformation
 None
 Animal to human
 Supernatural to human
 Supernatural to animal

Methodology - linguistic analyses
based on Halliday & Matthiessen (2004) and Martin and White
(2005)
 Experiential metafunction
 Each story was parsed into
clauses;
 Each clause with a female
participant was identified and
 The participant role was coded
into Actor/Goal/Recipient/Range/
Sayer/Sensor/Carrier/Identified/
Existant etc.  in accordance with the
transitivity process:- material,
relational, mental, verbal,
existential etc.
 The transitivity roles were then
analysed from an ergative
perspective into Agent/Medium
and correlated with the
transitivity analysis.

 Interpersonal metafunction

 Each instance of female
evaluation was identified within
the clause;
 and coded as inscribed or
invoked;
 The appraiser and the
appraised were identified;
 then analysed for attitude:judgement, appreciation or
affect;
 and coded as negative or
positive appraisal

Results
Content Analysis

Female characters
Tale

Main
character

Female
Characters

Role

Nature of
being

Associati
on

Transfor
mations

World

Urashima
Taroo

the
fisherman

1.His mother

Other:
nonnuclear

Human

In group:
Mother

None

Real
world

2.Dragon
princess

Other:
Nuclear

Supernatural:
water world
princess

Out group:
Stranger

Turtle to
supernatural

Other:
Water

3.Dragon
daughters

Other:
nonnuclear

Supernatural: of
the dragon
palace

Out group:
Stranger

None

Other:
Water

浦島太郎
（うらしまたろう）

Female characters
Tale

Main
character

Female
Characters

Role

Nature of
being

Association

Transfor
mations

World

Meshiku
wanu
onna

A
bachelor

A woman

Other:
nuclear

Supernatural:
Devil woman

Out group:
Travellor

Supernatural
to
human
to supernatural

Other
world:
Kingd
om of
the
devil

Uguisu
no Sato

A young
woodcutter

1. A woman

Other:
nuclear

Supernatural:
nightingale

Out group:
Stranger

Bird to
human
to bird

Other:
Sky

2. Her
daughters

Other:
Nonnuclear

Supernatural:
nightingale

Out group:
Related to
stranger

Bird

Other:
Sky

Female characters
Tale

Main
character

Female
Characters

Role

Nature of
being

Association

Transfor
mations

World

Tsuru
Nyooboo

A
bachelor
called
Karuko

1.His mother

Other:
Nonnuclear

human

In group:
Related to
protagonist

none

Real
world

2.A woman

Other:
nuclear

Supernatural:
Crane

Out group:
Traveller

Bird to
human
to bird

Other:
Sky

1. His
mother

Other:
Nonnuclear

human

In group:
Related to
protagonist

None

Real
world

Momo
Taroo

Female characters
Tale

Main
character

Female
Characters

Role

Nature of
being

Associati
on

Transfor
mations

World

Urihimeko

The
melon
princess

1.the melon
Princess

Main
character

Human

In group:
Adopted
daughter
of old
couple

Born
from a
fruit
(melon)

Real
world

2.the witch

Other:
Nuclear

Supernatural:
witch

Out group:
But known
to the
parents

Witch to
princess

Real
world

3.the mother

Other:
nonnuclear

Human

In group:
Protagonis
ts adopted
mother

None

Real
world

summary
 The main character is typically a human male

(and even when a female is the main character Urihimeko- she is killed and the final event is
about the revenge murder);
 Women appear in supporting roles, both nonnuclear and nuclear;
The non-nuclear role is typically the human
mother/grandmother;
The nuclear female role is typically supernatural, ‘other
worldly’, outgroup and transformative;
The supernatural woman is both good (Tsuru nyooboo;
Uguisu no onna, Ryuuguu no otohime-sama) and evil
(Meshikuwanu onna; Amanjaku)

Results
Linguistic Analyses

Process type
80
70
60
material
relational
existential
mental
verbal

50
40
30
20
10
0
Ura

Ugu

Tsuru

Uri

Meshi Momo

Ergative: agent vs. medium
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Medium
Agent

Ura

Ugu

Tsuru

Uri

Meshi Momo

Two kinds of agency:
1. Domestic agency

Actor/Medium
vs. Actor/Agent
2. Negative agency towards
men
100
90
Domestic
agency:
80
70
eats
food; cooks rice,
60
heats water, steams
50
rice, cuts the melon.
40
30
20
10
0
Ura
Ugu Tsuru Uri

Good supernatural
women

Actor/Medium
Actor/Agent

Negative agency:

Catches the man, eats the
Meshi Momo
man, intimidates her,
impersonates her etc

Bad supernatural
women

Human obaasan

Actor/medium vs. Goal/ medium
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Actor/Medium
Goal/Medium

Ura

Ugu

Tsuru

Uri

Meshi Momo

Results: Transitivity Analysis
 Women are mostly Mediums, involved in happenings,

beings, sayings and existings but not doings;
 When they are involved in ‘doing’, good and bad
women have domestic agency;
 Bad women have negative agency towards men &
women;
 Good women have agency when working towards
getting married.
 Nuclear female projections are marriage proposals.
 Women are Goals, being ‘done to’ by men and their
parents.
 Female as Goal is punished;

Appraisal Analysis:
Female evaluations
Text

Total
number of
clauses

% appraising
Clauses

% appraising
female
clauses

Ratio
Pos: Neg

Urashima Taroo

166

16%

48%

1:3

Uguisu no Sato

112

24%

11%

3:0

Tsuru Nyooboo

153

18%

46%

5:8

Urihimeko

120

28%

65%

2:9

Meshikuwanu
Onna

168

21%

75%

7:20

Urashima taroo

The turtle as:

A pest as:
& the cause
The woman
of his bad luck
trusting
The crane as:
The princess as:
Tsuru Nyooboo
The woman and
In strife, pitiful
and hostess &
A good
her daughters
as:
in need of rescue.
entertainer
Urihimeko
as:
beautiful
Urihimeko
The wife as:
The daughers as:
Frightened,perplex
The wife as:Splendidly
ed, cute, beautiful,Pretty & caring of
Meshikuwanu Onna Beautiful,
a his clothes
in beautiful,
skilled
at weaving.
dedicated
The mother
as:
strife,someone
who hard
The witch
as:
worker,
doesn’t eat and
is a skilled
Happy about findng weaver, worried
cheapBad
to keep,
so nails,
with long
the
peach,
about
losing
Momo Taroo
wonderful that
there
and
hard his
bothered at notpersistent
love
is no to
comparison,
resist,
having a
eating it, grateful at
then as:
the prospect ofwhining voice, a
pre-tender, a lier,
eating it, Suspicious,
happily
surpriseddoubtful
at the shocking,
appearance
of the and
duplicitous
boy
dangerous

Uguisu no Sato

Discussion
A woman’s habitual tenor of
existence

Discussion: What women do
 Women are conscientious domestic workers;
 Women speak, exist and are described.
 Their material processes are mostly

happenings (single participant, middle
clauses, intransitive verbs);
 Women, as Goals, are affected by men and
her parents;
 Women, as Agents, can affect men and
women negatively;
 Women work towards marriage

Discussion: What women are like
 Generally, women are
Evaluated negatively;
Typically transformative, ie, capricious and
changeable;
Outgroup and so treated like ‘the other’;
A commodity in the marriage stakes;
Assessed by their appearance (beautiful or old),
morality and skills;
Costly and a burden as they age;

Conclusion
Female values in Japanese folk
tales

Female values in Japanese
folk tales
 The good woman is
Self sacrificing and a good hostess;
Is powerful domestically;
But otherwise, powerless, seeking permission to
do things from men or her parents;
Aspires to marriage;
 The bad woman is
Other worldly and out-group;
Has power over men;
Is punished for committing crime;
Is duplicitous (two faces)

Socialising women
So what message would a woman receive by
listening to these stories as a child?
1. A good girl aspires to marriage;
2. A good girl entrusts the power to others and
asks permission to do things;
3. A good girl is a domestic worker;
4. A good girl sacrifices herself for others;
5. A good girl accepts injustices that are done
to her.

Thank you
Questions?
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